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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

SteSteSteSteStevvvvvens Maens Maens Maens Maens Magic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporium
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Foreign Orders:
Please include additional monies to compensate
for airmail, contact us for costs.  Thank you.

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
EMS and FedEx. These are all available to you
for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions.

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

When domestic shipping is included in the
price, all orders are sent at our discretion,
if we send by FedEx Ground $3.50 will be
added to each order to cover the Fuel
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
Delivery Charge imposed by them.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
It�s Finally Here!!

Created By Jack Avis...
Poker Pot

A Re-Release From The Ken
Brooke Magic Range

If you�re looking for something completely
different in a close-up routine�Here it is!
Used by professionals for years, we are happy
to re-release this upgraded version. Each unit
is hand made and hallmarked by Louie
Gaynor, crafted from the finest walnut.
Far superior to the original model made from
aluminium. Meticulous detail and quality in
every way!

Jack Avis has taken two classical principles
and by blending them together has produced
a clean cut magical effect for performing what

is known as �CHINK-A-CHINK.� The box removes the need for shells or �extra
units� of the items employed thus, the weakness of having to obtain and later ditch
them is entirely eliminated. Roy Johnson has added additional material to the
original. Once the basic principle is understood, Roy�s working can be quickly
understood! And there is nine pages of additional thoughts and routines provided
by the late great Ken Brooke.

�After years of trying to bring this classic, close-up item/routine
back to the magic world, we are finally happy to bring it to fruition�
thanks to Louie Gaynor, who put his touch to the effect out of natural
walnut.�  --Joe Stevens

$65 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/poker-pot-jack-avis-ken-brooke/
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Exclusively By Michael Baker

Okito Hindoo Inkwell
The Okito Hindoo Inkwell, is one of the more obscure and seldom seen pieces
created by Okito. This finely hand-crafted piece by Michael Baker brings this
back to life. The apparatus consists of an ornate inkwell stand, capable of creating
two simultaneous and connected effects.

Between the glass inkwells is a lid that when lifted opens a cubby, ostensibly used
for small desk supplies, paperclips, and such. Instead of these, a watch is borrowed
from the audience, and placed within this cubby, and the lid replaced. In short
order, the cubby is again opened, however, the watch has now transformed into
something else, such as a lemon or a bread roll.

The borrowed watch can be found elsewhere, such as a locked box, nest of boxes,
a lemon, or a loaf of bread! (Performers choice)

Okito�s Checker Cabinet inspired the mechanics, but the inkwell stand also allows
you to secretly steal the original item, once the change is made.

This is truly an inspired piece, built from high quality Baltic Birch, enameled with
black, blue, and gold, and adorned with oriental decal transfers, reminiscent of
Okito�s style of design. The cubby interior, as well as the inkwell holders are lined
with velvet. The inkwells are fully usable, heavy, solid glass in a rich Cobalt blue,
with silver metal tops.

Size of the stand is 13-inches length x 6-inches wide x 8.5-inches high, including
the glass inkwells. Each piece is hallmarked with a brass plate.

$495          s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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Available Again�In-Stock!!

Johnny Paul Cups
Available Again!

Thanks to Pete Biro and Donnie
Buckley of RNTII for bringing these
great cups back!

Steel is stronger than copper, brass and resistant
to denting.  Bright Chrome in color.  All are
hand spun.  Plated with .050 steel.  Chrome
look on outside, bright nickel finish on inside.

A sponge ball is placed on top of a cup it will be picked up by a cup nested over it.
Much like a chop cup, the ball will stay inside until the cup is placed down sharply
allowing the ball to be produced from under the cup.  Use the cups for your regular
routine and then switch to the sponge balls for Johnny�s routine (ONLY this set
of cups can be used with sponge balls.)

Complete set includes the 3 Chromed Steel Johnny Paul Cups, a
set of 4 crocheted balls, a set of 4 Goshman 2-inch Super Soft
Sponge Balls, a deluxe velvet bag for the cups and performance/
explanation DVD from Johnny Paul.

$250 s&h incl.

Jeremy Pei�s
Professional

Linking Rings
We are happy to
include these �limited
edition� Redefined Pro
Rings exclusively from
Jeremy Pei. You really will
be impressed and satisfied

with the quality of these sets. In a word they are
gorgeous in every aspect.  Each set is hand-made, and
their weight and size are perfect for any ring routine
you wish to perform.

Technical Specifications:
� 12 inches in diameter
� Complete 8 Ring Set
� Seamless welding construction
� Rings like a church bell
� Gorgeous velvet carrying bag
� Perfect weight & balance at 3pounds, 10 ounces.
� Stainless steel �HOLLOW� construction

 Available Again!   $295          s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/professional-linking-rings-jeremy-pei-8-ring-set/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/johhny-paul-cups-steel-bright-chrome/
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Jay Mattioli Presents...
Lightning Thief

A complete routine that will
�electrify� you kid show audience.

The magician announces he will
conduct a demonstration of the
characteristics of electricity using an
audience volunteer and a battery.
A young helper joins the magician
on stage and will be the
�conductor� of electricity, and is
instructed to place a funny
�lightning bolt-thru-head� hat

on his head. The custom-made hat features 25 super-bright LED lights mounted
on the edges. The magician then produces what will be the �power source� of
the electricity, from inside a large capsule he removes a large 12 x 30-inch Energizer
battery.  The performer then declares that by the volunteer simply touching the
large battery with his finger, electricity will flow through his body, illuminating the
lightning bolt hat. However, every time the magician looks at the hat while the
helper touches the battery, nothing happens. But as soon as the magician looks
away, the hat brightly lights up. This goes on several times, rallying the audience
into a frenzy shouting for the magician to look at the illuminated hat, but every
time he does, the hat turns off.

After some comedy by play, including having the child volunteer wipe his hands on
a plain napkin, leaving hand prints all over the napkin, the magician then attempts
to demonstrate how electricity can also travel invisibly. Leaving the empty battery
capsule on the table across the stage, the magician uses an empty tube to partially
cover the large battery. After declaring the battery will travel invisibly from the tube
in his hand and reappear in the empty capsule on the table, the magician fails.
Trying a second time, the partially covered battery is placed in the volunteers
hands, immediately causing the funny lightning hat to illuminate again.  This time,
as the audience watches closely, the battery vanishes from in between the volunteers
hands, causing the lit hat to turn off and is immediately found to have reappeared
across the stage in the battery capsule!

FEATURES: Illuminating of the hat is under the magicians control via discrete
wireless remote. Can also be used as a Lie Detector, illuminating when your volunteer
is apparently lying.  25 super
bright LEDs are hand wired to
lightning bolt hat.  Easily adapts
to educational assembly themes.
Includes lightning bolt hat,
tube, battery, battery
capsule, hand print napkin
and instructional DVD.

$319 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/lightning-thief-jay-mattioli-shipping-not-included/
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Magical Miracles
FORCE 4

Stevens Magic is very excited to be offered the Exclusive on this
fantastic new tool from Wayne Rogers!

The Mentalist opens a simple black vinyl folder and shows four
envelopes. As he passes along a line of four spectators, each one

chooses an envelope. The spectators have an
absolutely FREE choice of any envelope.  EVERY
choice is under the performer's control... Imagine
the possibilities!

FORCE 4 does exactly what the name
suggests... it allows you to force four envelopes
or folded papers in a very fair manner.

Originally designed for Wayne's own chair test
�Signs of Chaos�.  FORCE 4 can be used in many types of routines. Serious
mentalists and magicians will find a use for FORCE 4 in their act. As a special
bonus for family entertainers, included are two fun and fully scripted routines from
Jim Kleefeld.

Full contents include:  Simple Chair Test, The Name Test, Color Test, Mystery
Bag and Bank Nite Bonus, Body Language with Force 4, Signs Of Chaos (Wayne
Rogers), Character-Eyes (for School Shows by Jim Kleefeld).

  $170 s&h incl.

Jumbo King To Queen
OR

Jumbo Queen To King
Finally a jumbo changing card that plays great
for parlor or stage that is affordable!  Purchase
a SINGLE card and it will allow you the
perform all kinds of routines.

Sample...Performer invites a spectator up to the platform or stage and announces
that they are to select a card that will match the Jumbo Card.  The spectator does
NOT see the face of the Jumbo Card!  The performer ONLY shows the Prediction
Jumbo Card to the audience.  Then places the card into a brown paper bag, OR
just sets it back side to the audience on a chair.  Spectator then selects a card from
a deck, holds it up for the audience can see.  Unfortunately, it does NOT match
the prediction shown to the audience! What to do?  The performer brings the
Jumbo Card out of the bag or turns it around from the chair. VIOLA!  The card
revealed has changed to the spectator�s chosen card!

Self-Working, Easy To Do!  Now you can buy just ONE of the �GAFFED� cards at
such a GREAT PRICE!  Cards measure 15-inches tall x 10.5-inches wide.

$25 each     s&h incl.         2 For...$40 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/9823/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=jumbo+king+to+queen&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jumbo-king-to-queen-or-queen-to-king-single-card/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/10669/
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The Quality Of Light
Wellington

Magic Switchboards
AAAAAvvvvvailaailaailaailaailabbbbble In 2 Sizle In 2 Sizle In 2 Sizle In 2 Sizle In 2 Sizes!es!es!es!es!

This simple looking device demonstrates
the absurd principle that a switch of a
certain color will only operate an electric
lamp of the same color, regardless of
where the lamp is located.  The

switchboard consists of four electrical switches and four lamp sockets mounted in
two parallel rows on a base.  You can even change the positions of both the bulbs
and the switch caps and the correlation between each switch color and its matching
bulb still holds.  Switches and bulbs are perfectly ordinary and can be examined.

Regular Switchboard�Operates on
normal electric current.  Uses standard-
size bulbs.  Measures 9 x 16-inches.
Complete with colored bulbs and
everything needed.

Mini Switchboard�Battery operated.
Comes with specially made 6-volt bulbs.
Measures 6 x 10-inches.  Portable.
Excellent for close-up.

Regular Or Mini...$408 each       s&h incl.

Marc Antoine�s
Pro Light

AAAAAvvvvvailaailaailaailaailabbbbble In Rle In Rle In Rle In Rle In Red, Whiteed, Whiteed, Whiteed, Whiteed, White, Blue Or Gr, Blue Or Gr, Blue Or Gr, Blue Or Gr, Blue Or Greeneeneeneeneen
The name Marc Antoine is immediately
recognized by some of the most respected names
in magic as being one of magic's most innovative
creators!

The Pro-Light is the MOST powerful light at
the fingertips you've ever seen!  Get your sun
glasses out�these babies are exceptionally bright!

Professional quality device using state-of-the-art
electronics�you will be impressed!

�  Specify Red, White, Blue or Green.
� Each Charge will provide up to approximately 50 routines!
� Charge on any USB port
� One-Year Manufacturer Warranty

Please Specify Color When Ordering...$70 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=magic+switchboard&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-switchboard-mini-wellington/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-switchboard-wellington/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=pro+light+marc+antoine&post_type=product
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Fantastically Unique

Egelo Magic-Norway with
Guilherme Curty!
Razor Card

A Tribute To Varone!
Spectator chooses a card from a regular deck of cards
and signs it.   The card and deck are placed into the
card case and also a �double edge razor blade� is then
dropped into the case.  The card case, with cards, is
then shaken vigorously and the deck of cards is taken
out, the chosen card has been cut into pieces and the
pieces fall out separately!  The spectator is then asked to put the pieces together,
ala puzzle method. When the card pieces are placed together, it is the chosen card!
BUT WAIT... for the fantastic climax!  The card pieces are turned over and �Lo
and Behold� the spectator�s signature is on the backside of the card!

You will marvel at its secret!  Your audience will truly be amazed!  You will present
a card effect entirely different than most all others!  If you perform card miracles or
enjoy the secrets of card magic, then THIS EFFECT IS FOR YOU!

No Trick Deck.  No Palming.  No Switching. Safe To Perform.  Signed
Card Can Be Given To Spectator. Not Just Another Card Trick.

 $45 s&h incl.

Powell Magic�s
Victorian Card Spider

This sinister looking wood and brass spider rests
in the center of its beautiful wooden web on an
ornate Victorian stand.  A card is chosen and
returned to the deck.  The card is vanished and
the web is given a spin, as it spins a small spot
begins to appear on the web.  As the spot grows
larger is moves to the center where it is caught in
the grasp of the solid wood spider.  When the
web stops, it proves to be the selected card.

Made of solid walnut, oak and maple.  Beautiful
wood marquetry design of the
web makes a stunning visual
display as it is spinning.

This is a signed and numbered, limited edition piece from Dave
Powell at Powell Magic.  Performer can walk away and watch
the erie appearance of the chosen card!

Almost Hypnotic In Effect...$495 s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/razor-card-guilherme-curty-egelo-magic-exclusive/
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Gaynor Miracles!
Genii Tube

The Genii Tube is a product that magically makes
silks and streamers appears from an empty box. It�s
the perfect parlor and stage effect and this unit features
a larger double load capacity.  Superb for children�s
shows and stage venues!

Improved Mechanics:  One thing we particularly like
was the fact Louie Gaynor got rid of the often times
bulky and ugly clasps that are used to lock the tube
tight and replaced them by imbedded magnets which
give this a stronger hold, more streamlined and pleasing
look.  Dimensions of item�stands 12-inches tall
and is 4-inches wide.

The photo in this catalog simply doesn�t do
it justice, therefore we strongly encourage you
to visit our website to see the item in �living
color�.

Please note:  This is a limited release item so not
only will you have quality working prop to perform
with, you will also have a scarce and unique collectible.

Back In-Stock!   $85 s&h incl.

Susie Gaynor�s
Fly-Away Silk

Susie Gaynor has made specially for
Stevens Magic.  A new version for the
famous silk effect that has many names!
We have named it; �Fly Away Silk!�  If
you have seen this effect before, you
know how powerful it is when the
spectator who holds a small object such
as a ball, egg or any other round object
up to 3.5-inches in their palm and the
performer just lays a silk over their hand
and �whisks it away� in one quick
flash and the object is GONE!

Boom... Wow... Quick... They never feel it go!!

Top quality seamstress work and high quality materials.  The foulard is 16-inches
and the color and material varies.

$27.50 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fly-away-silk-susie-gaynor/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/genii-tube-louie-gaynor-exclusive/
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Pete Biro Exclusives
Comedy Linking Ring Saw

Magician is frustrated, trying to get two linked rings
apart. In desperation, he brings out a saw.... and saws
or cuts through a ring, but he�s no farther ahead
because now he not only hasn�t gotten the rings apart,
but the saw is now linked to the rings!  Finally, he
gets the saw loose and continues on with his routine.

Comedy Magic at its best! A favorite of Pete�s for
many years.  At least 30 years ago, a small hacksaw
was marketed in England, but they are no longer
made, and the persons involved, long ago left the
game. Previous models sold for $145, worth it to
some but still high priced. I was able to put a couple
prototypes together and showed them to some

friends, and after doing so came up with a sizzling
new method for this which I include.  The product
is easy to use, can be performed easily close-up
and will work with just about any size rings from
the popular 5-inch Ninja size, up to about a
10-inch ring. I have not tried it with larger rings,
but would think it would  work just as well.

In addition to the unique prop and written instructions, you will also
receive a DVD showing some basic handling.

  $50 s&h incl.

Tweezers
Available Again!

Ken�s genius shines with his version of the three
shell game with a creative idea on using copper
caps and the Perfect Pea.  (You know the hustle
and how it goes.)  But Ken�s routine has a �killer�
ending that smashes any and all who have seen the
original three shell game with walnut shells!

Performer starts with two caps and then introduces
extra caps through the routine, and always the
spectator cannot find the darn pea!  At the end,
the last cap is so TINY that you have to use
TWEEZERS to remove the pea!  You end up with 10 CAPS as a finale!  SPECIAL
TIPS�By Pete Biro and Dean Dill.

Custom copper crafted caps, perfect peas, PLUS a working close-up mat and 24-
pages of instructions PLUS a DVD of performance and explanations.  Extra loading
chamber.  As EASY to do as the three shell game.

Don�t Miss This One...$97.50 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/comedy-linking-saw-pete-biro/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tweezers-ken-brooke-biro/
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The Ultimate Gimmicks
Christopher Rawlings�

Reveal
Reveal is a clipboard that is specially gaffed yet
undetectable even when the spectator is holding
it. ABSOLUTELY NO ELECTRONICS are used.
You just ask someone to draw or write something
on a piece of paper. You get it, all at once, without
ANY strange movements. The drawing can be
isolated in an envelope or bag, yet you still are
privy to what was written.

The best compliment we can give �Reveal� is
this�it�s real world stuff. It�s not a pipe dream. A
leading mentalist created it for his show, other
leading mentalists around the globe are using it,
and it can be done UNDER FIRE. It is impossible

for it to break or wear-out. It�s something you will use in your show�forever. You
get the gimmicked clipboard, marker, envelope, DVD and attractive
storage box.  Another great modern clipboard gimmick that is easy-to-use and
to perform.  Great for stage, parlor or stand-up routines.

�The ultimate clipboard glimpse� --Luke Jermay
$48.50 s&h incl.

Bill Montana�s
Blackleg Bug

Wow!  Gambler�s cheat gimmick finally revealed!
Thanks to Bill Montana, for releasing this closely
guarded secret!

Blackleg�an old jargon term for riverboat gamblers
(cheaters or outlaws) that operated in the rough and
dangerous town along the Mississippi River in the early
1800�s.

A Bug is a seldom seen gadget used to hold a card or card
secretly clipped to the object of choice, so as to be available
when needed!

This Blackleg Bug has been completely redesigned to be more clandestine, as it
is camouflaged by a US Quarter.  It is easily carried to any magic show and may be
used at a moments notice.  A clever gambler�s cheat gimmick, but so easily used by
card magicians for great effects.  It easily adds cards to the stack�one or several at
a time�when you need them.

Do not use the Blackleg Bug in a card game for money.  As the last words you
utter maybe, �please don�t shoot!� If you get busted with this device.

$40 s&h incl.
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Quality Card Effects

Richard Osterlind�s
Zodiac Revolution Plus

Zodiac Revolution is a revolutionary way to perform
the classic Zodiac Sign effect invented by Bob
Farmer and popularized by Ray Grismer, T.A.
Waters and others. The original routine was
featured on Richard Osterlind�s No Camera
Tricks DVD.

You walk out on stage and ask six members of the
audience to stand and, showing them a beautiful
full-color Zodiac Sign Chart, you ask each to simply
think of their Zodiac sign. Picking up a clipboard,
you ask the group just a few questions. With nothing
more than that, you name all six signs! Then, as a show-stopping follow-up, you
pick out one person and write their exact birthday on the paper!  You can do this
anywhere! There is no pre-show work, no electronics and no accomplices.   There
is no memory work or complicated computing necessary!

You�ll receive a comprehensive booklet explaining every nuance of the full Zodiac
Revolution Plus routine, greatly expanded from the original Zodiac Revolution
booklet, a beautiful 11 X 17-inch Zodiac Chart printed on heavy stock that folds
flat for convenient storage and transport, and a special template for you to prepare
your �secret something� for actual performances.

$22 s&h incl.

Martin Lewis�
Cardiographic

After a card has been chosen and shown to the
audience, the performer picks up a sketchpad and
draws a picture of a card, claiming it is the selection.
The spectator disavows this, but the performer is
unperturbed.  He adds a few lines to the side of
the drawing of the card, explaining that it is not a
single card he has drawn, but a full deck of cards.
Then holding the pad facing the audience, the
performer commands the correct card to rise, and
a drawing of the chosen card rises from the drawing
of the deck and stops about halfway.  Finally, the
performer tears out the page, autographs the front

and give it is the spectator as a souvenir, who discovers to his bafflement that he
has a normal drawing with no moving parts whatsoever.

Don�t be fooled by imitations!  This is the only authorized version of the
Sketchpad Rising Card effect marketed by Martin Lewis.

$140 s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/zodiac-revolution-plus-by-richard-osterlind/
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Magic Smith Miracles
Drink Up!

Lay a silk on your empty outstretched palm. At your
command, the ghost-like form of a glass slowly rises
from beneath the silk! This visible �elevator�
appearance is otherworldly�ike a Hollywood special
effect.  You suddenly whisk the silk away to reveal�
a drink! You can hand the drink to a spectator to
drink�it�s real! The production looks so good, words
don�t do it justice. Check out the online movie�
you�ll be blown away! Drink Up! is a startling new
method for making a drink appear. Your hands are
clearly empty, and both sides of the silk can be
displayed prior to the production. There are no body
loads, and it works with any glass of liquid.  Drink
Up! completely revolutionizes the drink production
because it�s practical, workable and simple to learn.

The bottom line is, you�ll be producing drinks and making friends everywhere.
Bottoms up!  Drink Up! comes with a self-contained silk that does almost all the
work for you. It fits in your front pocket like an ordinary hanky, and is ready to go
at any time. Additionally, it�s reversible � so you can perform Drink Up! with the
highly reflective shimmering gold, or the more understated and elegant black.
Comes complete with custom-made gimmick, the specially designed
silk, and a professionally produced video CD.

$53 s&h incl.

Flesh Wound
Flesh Wound is the most gruesome, most
graphic, most disgusting magic trick ever.
Forget needle through arm. Forget eating
fire. Capture their attention with something
they�ll never forget.

Here's what happens... Take a knife and
cut straight into your forearm. Blood starts
to ooze from the fresh wound as you cut.

After you�ve carved out a good chunk of your
arm, you reach over to the wound and begin
to PEEL THE SKIN AWAY UNTIL IT HANGS DOWN AS A LOOSE FLAP!!
They can now see directly into your open wound! It�s absolutely disgusting.

And now for the best part... close the flap of skin and your arm visibly HEALS
ITSELF. You wipe away the excess blood and you�re as good as new. It�s absolutely
unforgettable.  Reset time is under 1 minute, and it works with any knife
and any skin color.  Flesh Wound offers up three jaw dropping must-see
surprises

$50 s&h incl.
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Magic Smith Classics

Super Mini Sharpie
Like our regular-sized Super Sharpie, this mini unit is a revolutionary redesign of
mentalism�s most potent weapon. It�s so incredibly simple to use, you�ll be
performing mind boggling mental miracles just minutes after practicing with it.

With this portable and convenient pen, you�ll ALWAYS have the uncanny ability to
make jaw-dropping predictions�all without having to carry a full-sized pen. Since
this pen was intended for tasks �on-the-go�, you can pull it out any time, even in
places you wouldn�t normally be expected to have a pen on you, and appear
natural. In short, it�s the perfect spur-of-the-moment prop.  Also, because of the
clip built into the cap of the pen, you can easily attach it on a backpack, a keychain
or even around your neck. It�s so small; you�ll almost forget you have it on you!

But as tiny as it is, it still packs the same punch as our full-size Super Sharpie. Plus,
since it works as a regular pen too, spectator�s can use it to sign cards�they�ll
never discover its hidden secret.  Comes with Mini Super Sharpie, video CD
and illustrated instructions.

$53 s&h incl.

Super Sharpie
Imagine asking a spectator to think of any number.
You write a prediction on the back of your business
card. When they say their number, you turn over
your card and it matches. Every time! Does magic
get any more direct than this?

Now you can predict a spectator�s freely thought
of name, number, date, age�even the amount of
change in their pocket. The list goes on and on�
and your reputation will only grow and grow!  All
this is possible with the Super Sharpie.

It�s self-contained, self-inking and undetectable, and
it�s always ready to go. You�ll make your predictions
on playing cards (even plastic cards), business cards and virtually anything else that
you can write on with a regular a Sharpie pen.  Comes with Super Sharpie,
video CD and illustrated instructions.

$43 s&h incl.
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Too Good To Miss!
Heartstrings Pro Pack

Those fortunate enough to witness a live performance of
Peter Samelson�s Gypsy Thread routine, entitled
Heartstrings, know the magical and emotional effect it
has on audiences. It has the unique qualities of playing
well in close-up and on the largest of stages. All with a
piece of thread and a script that took Peter over seven
years to perfect.  In Peter�s release of Heartstrings we
have put together the most exhaustive work on Gypsy
Thread from a single performer ever committed to video
instruction.

Here is what is included in the Heartstrings Pro Pack:  Intensive Instructional
DVD with�Studio and Live Stage Performances. Origins & Influences. Method
Overview. Various Thread Types Analyzed. Pre-Show Set-Up and Preparation.
Wardrobe Considerations. Lighting Considerations. Music Considerations. Full
Routine Walk-Through. A Conversation with Bill Abbott & Peter Samelson.

In Addition:  A beautiful royalty-free music theme written and performed on the
piano by composer Scott Turk specifically for the Heartstrings routine.

$60 s&h incl.

Merlin�s Magic Elixir
The performer removes 10 marbled blocks of
wood from a beautifully decorated hardwood box.
The pieces form a rectangle around which a white
frame fits exactly. As he puts the puzzle together,
he tells how he was sold the puzzle plus some

very expensive magic elixir, which was supposed
to be necessary for solving the puzzle.  He

solved it without taking the elixir�only to
be told that he was missing a piece!  He

added the piece and still solved the puzzle
without the elixir!  But, there was yet
another extra piece.  So, he took that

piece and, once again, solved the puzzle
without the elixir.  So, why did he need the magic

elixir?  He has added two pieces to the puzzle�and it
is still exactly the same size!  The rectangular frame still fits around the puzzle!
How in the world is this possible?  In order to find this out, you will probably need
to take a couple drinks of that magical elixir!  More than a puzzle, it�s a
magical effect as well!

Here�s what you get:  The beautiful wooden drawer box (non-gimmicked), the
puzzle, a white cardboard frame and exceptionally detailed instructions with frame-
by-frame illustrations and highly entertaining story.  Translations by Bill Palmer.

 Regular Size...$167.50     s&h incl.

Solve the puzzle.
EASY!

Add a piece &
 solve the puzzle!

HOW CAN THAT BE!
Add another piece &

solve the puzzle
again!!

HAND ME THAT
BOTTLE OF ELIXIR!

Available
Again!!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/heart-strings-by-peter-samelson-pro-pack/
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Bob Solari Winners!
Double Barrel

A Five Star Miraculous Effect!
Here�s how it goes... two (regular decks are shown�
black and red).  A card is FREELY selected by a spectator.
(No force!)  The value of this card is only known by the
spectator.  Not only does the performer correctly name
the card, but also tells the spectator the numerical
location in the second deck that the spectator is holding
in his hand.  No sleights.  No fishing.  No memory
work.  No marked cards.  Nothing to add.  Instant reset.
Handmade gimmick does all the work and what a
gimmick! Even IF you don�t like card tricks�you�ll enjoy
this one!  Use your own cards!

 $27.50 s&h incl.

Solari�s Wallet
The magician places a black, leather wallet on the table�
in full view.  He opens the wallet to show a single, FACE
DOWN prediction card.  The wallet is closed.  The
magician hands a spectator a deck of cards and he is
instructed to thoroughly mix the cards and cut the deck.
The magician marks the cut with the wallet on top of the
cut.  The spectator turns over the top card and then they
remove the single prediction card from the wallet...THEY
MATCH!  Easy to do!  You�ll carry this with you�it fits
easily in a shirt pocket.    No forces...No sleights...No
angle problems.  The wallet contains only the prediction
card. A great wallet effect for under $15.00!

$12.50 s&h incl.

Miser�s Miracle
Performer holds a �stainless steel cup�
in one hand and reaches into the air with
the other hand and plucks a half dollar
out of thin air!  (You know the routine.)
The half dollar is dropped into the cup
and produces an audible �clink!�  This
action is repeated many times until the
performer makes another upward
motion with the cup only �this time.� A
single JUMBO half dollar coin jumps out
of the cup into the air and the previously
produced half dollars have now changed

into the JUMBO half.  Easy to pack. Nothing to break.  Always ready to perform.
No setup needed.  Perfect for any type of show, especially birthday parties!

$30 s&h incl.
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Dusheck�s
Diminishing Cards

Steve Dusheck will tell you, he has five favorite
effects in all of magicdom�and the diminishing
cards ranks high on that short list. These
Diminishing Cards are solely unique, and have
a number of features that make these a must-
have for any performing magician.

This is the ONLY diminishing card effect in the
WORLD that offers all of these distinct features:
Perform close-up or platform. Only diminishing
cards that grow back!  Works with any back
design!  Instant reset!  Precision die-cut! Printed
on casino-quality stock.  Faces match most popular brands.  Cards stay in same
order as they shrink Incredibly clever solution!

And another great feature�this set of diminishing cards can be yours for only
$22! You can�t go wrong with a great deal like this. Perhaps the easiest diminishing
cards in the world to perform�put this fabulous effect in your act today!

   $22 s&h incl.

Inexplicable
There is a SINGLE card in an UN-GIMMICKED
envelope.  Spectator/participant is asked to deal
cards �face-up� from a regular deck.  They
continue to do so, until they get the urge or feeling
to �stop!�  They can stop wherever and whenever
they want.  Totally up to their preference of
perhaps �intuition.�  When they decide to stop
dealing any additional cards face up�that card
they stopped on�Matches Your Prediction!

Talk about a jaw-dropper, if you ever wanted to
leave your audience stunned, now you have a
powerful way to ensure just that!

� No Sleights � Single Envelope � Single Prediction Card � No Switches � Ordinary
Deck � Instant Reset

This fresh take at the �open prediction� will leave wise ones scratching their heads!
Yet, the ingenious method is sheer simplicity!  Everything you need to perform this
miracle is included. Use your own ordinary deck!  When you perform this effect, it
feels like REAL magic!  It is so much fun, so easy to perform, and truly devastating!
I know you have got to be wondering�the effect lives up to its name!

$20 s&h incl.

Steve Shufton Presents...

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/inexplicable-steve-shufton/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/diminishing-cards-dusheckshufton/
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Quality Wallets From Japan

Magnet Himber Wallet
Available In 2 Sizes!

Also called the �W� wallet.  This is unquestionable
the finest himber-style wallet on the market. Each one is
hand made by a craftsman in Japan.  The genius of the
wallet is the magnetic application that allows the perform
to actually hand out the wallet to a spectator and have
�them� open the wallet!  Think about the subtlety and
power of such an act, when you hand the wallet over to
a spectator and they open it to reveal what you (the
magician) want them too!  Himber wallets are used in
their basic application to make money, billets, cards either
disappear, appear or change.

Magician places a piece of paper that has crudely been
drawn to resemble a $100 bill, puts it into the wallet,
hands it to a spectator and when they open it�it has
magically changed into a real $100 bill!

This is NOT a Z-Fold Wallet. It�s made from exceptional quality leather.  The
wallet opens from the same direction.  You can even have a spectator open wallet.
No sleights required, exceptionally easy to do allowing you to focus on presentation.
Dimensions approx. 4x7.25-inches (10cm x 18.5cm).  Dimensions of Mini approx.
3.5x4 .75 -inches (9cm x 13cm).

    Mini Himber...$70 s&h incl.       Standard Himber...$85 s&h incl.

Fuji Wallet
This is a new type of �Bill In The Wallet� that
will finally  do the routine justice!

A spectator signs on the back of a $10 or $100 bill.
The bill is folded three times.  Another spectator holds
the bill.  A wallet is taken out from the inner pocket of
your jacket.  The spectator also hold the wallet.
Performer takes out a small envelope and puts the
spectator�s bill in the envelope.  The envelope is then lit
on fire with a lighter and burns!  The spectator then
opens the zipper of the wallet and finds an envelope
inside and is instructed to take out the envelope and be

sure that it has bene sealed!  After so doing, to take out what is inside of it.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT; it is the signed bill that has been burned and restored!  A
feature of magic for years and the magic is done in the hands of the spectator.

Mr. Hiro Sakai, who is a Japanese popular magician and whose idea has been
adopted in the David Copperfield TV special said, �This is the ultimate �Bill
In The Wallet� and I have never seen such an excellent piece of
wallet magic.�

$110 s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=magnetic+himber+wallet&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-himber-wallet-mini/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-himber-wallet/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-bill-in-wallet-fuji-wallet/
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Hot From Chazpro

Finger Bird
It�s cute! It�s magical! It�s as much a
puzzle as a magic trick. The Finger Bird
will sit only on your finger. It will even
hop from one finger to another, yet
when you hand it to a spectator, they
cannot make him sit on their finger. Your
little Finger Bird can also perform as
The Amazing Birdini locating a
spectator�s chosen card by leaping up
from the table when the chosen card is
reached. You and your spectator�s will
have a lot of fun with this tiny little
Finger Bird!

Boy can you fool the boys at the magic club as the go crazy trying to
get the little bird to sit on their finger!

Available again for a limited time... these are in-stock now, but we
don�t know for how long!

$22.50 s&h incl.

Shamrock Cup
Combo

Coins vanish and appear with this
specially made cup. There are no end
to the routines possible. Coins vanish
one at a time and more.

Includes bonus routine from Aldo
Colombini.  Also includes a sucker cup
that you hand out at the end of a
routine.

Spectators are asked to put the coins
into the cup and they can't! The coins
won�t even fit into the cup!

Use with U.S. Half Dollars or English
Pennies. (Provide your own coins). Easy
to do. No difficult sleights.

Extremely limited edition! Fewer than 50 sets available. These are not just thin
walled cups�when you see them and hold them I guarantee you�ll be impressed!

Excellent Quality!  $53s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shamrock-cup-combo-chazpro/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/finger-bird-pk-magic/
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Power Of The Mind

ESP ChipSational
The performer shows the audience
two sets of five ESP chips. These will
be used in a psychic experiment
involving one of the spectators. The
twist is, the spectator will actually be
able to �read the performer's mind�!
The performer places a chip inside
the two compartment box, face-
down, followed by the spectator
placing his impression of what he
�feels� matches the performer's chip
in the remaining empty hole. The performer always goes first. When all 10 chips
have been placed in their respective holes they are tipped out on the base and one
by one are shown to match perfectly! The spectator actually predicts the performers
choices and is 100% correct!

Things to remember�There is no force of any kind.The effect is performed
exactly as detailed above.  The outcome of each presentation is completely random.
Set-up/reset takes but 30 seconds.  No sleights.  All props may be handled by the
spectator.  The outcome can be different every time.  Comes complete with
mahogany base with walnut lid and mahogany inlay, hand-crafted box (4.25 x
2.25  x 1 9/16-inches); custom chips and complete instructions.

$99 s&h incl.

John Kennedy�s
Mind Power Deck

Spread a deck of cards face up on the table
and ask a spectator to look at any card. No
one else could possibly know the card because
he never touches or names it. You concentrate,
then slowly but surely �read his mind� and
name the card!  You can repeat it immediately
and it will become even more baffling. In fact,
even if several people simultaneously look at
different cards you can read each person's

mind and name his card correctly every time! John Kennedy's Mind Power
Deck is so eerie, so impossible, your audience will be convinced that you possess
a sixth sense.

Why is it so good? John Kennedy collaborated with master magician and mentalist
Tim Conover to create the ultimate mind reading deck. It can be shown as a
normal deck of 52 cards and even be handled by a spectator without them noticing
anything unusual. Yet you'll be able to �read their minds� correctly every time. And
there's no system to memorize because the deck does the work for you. You'll
absolutely love this trick!  Made in red-backed Bicycle playing cards.

$43 s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mind-power-deck/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esp-chipsational/
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Products That Really Work
Strat-O-Sphere

A highly visual, colorful routine.  Although
there is just room in the tube for the three
balls�one on top of the other, one ball
just won�t stay where it is placed.  The ball
placed on top of the stack suddenly appears
on the bottom of the stack of three.  Next
time, it�s found in the center of the stack.
Finally, the performer takes this roaming
ball and places it in a wooden box.  When
he flips it open, the ball has vanished!
Comes complete with clear plastic tube on

base, decorated metal tube, balls, special wooden box and several routines.
Possibly one of the greatest children�s effects of all times!

$96 s&h incl.

Match Box Penetration
One of the best close-up magic effects ever created.  It's
very small and compact, easy to carry but  makes a big
impact!
The simple fact is this the best version of this item we
have ever seen! Flawless design and ease of operation,
coupled with phenomenal craftsmanship�this item has
it! Even if you already own a version it's highly unlikely
as good as this one.

$27.50 s&h incl.

Happie Amp 2.0
Two Frequencies allows YOU to be
in control if you experience
interference. Want to have your iPod
within reach even though the PA
system is at the side of the stage?
Hook the transmitter to any music
source and run it from anywhere!
Need two people to speak at once?
This unit provides that too!

Tech Specs�Includes: 50Watts Portable PA System * Built-In Rechargeable
Battery * Power Supply: 110Volt.  One year Manufacturer Warranty Host * 2�
Belt Packs (Works at the Same Time!)  2�Headset Mics * 2�Lapel Mics * 2�
1/8-inch Audio Inputs * 1/4-inch Input 1/4-inch Speak Output.  AC Adapter *
Carrying Bag * Weight�under 7 pounds!

$235 s&h incl.
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Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (place in ìCommentsî Section).

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other
promotion or special.  Some items are non-discountable or

listed as a special price, these are not eligible for this coupon.
Expires August 31,13

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use
it! It is NOT given automatically, and will not be

applied retroactively!

TAKE20

Get Their Attention!
Crush iPhone

4S & 5 Versions Available
What? My iPHONE just CRACKED!!!
However, here comes the �healer.� In the next
second, it turns back to the original screen without
any cracks, totally restored and even shown with
power-on status!

It is not a seal or an application and you can even
ask the audience to touch the broken screen!  It is
easy to setup (no palming skills), no difficult technique
needed; it's just done right away�any time and
wherever!  Once setup, it can be performed
over and over again. It was originated by
Masayuki Miyagawa.  The gimmick instructional
was recorded as a silent DVD, which can be
understood by anyone from any country!

Comes with iPhone Gimmick (4S or 5) in Black or White (please specify
color) and instructional DVD with two routines.

 Version 4S (Black Or White)...$35 s&h incl.

Version 5 (Black Or White)...$43 s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=crush+iphone&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/crush-phone-iphone-5-masayuki-miygawa/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/crush-phone-44s-masayuki-miygawa/
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Halloween Is Coming!
Evillusions

By Paul Osborne with Michael
Mosher & Masklyn ye Mage

Horror film star Ron Fitzgerald sets the foreword
tone of this publication from Paul Osborne.

From magic's darker side comes part of the list of
illusion plans taken from the pages of Genii
magazine: Torture Chest Of Burhee,
Reconstructed Man, Dracula Escapes, Head Of
Urus, Ask Clara, Death By
Cremation, Switch Wall,
Hand Of The Wolf, The
Dreadful Little Dreamhouse,
Dracula's Revenge, Ghost, Off

With Her Head, Head-X, The Torture Screens, Painless
Surgery, PunkinGal, Burn A Person, to name a few...

There is the Bill Neff story as well as plans for his most famous illusion, The
Noma. Famed Hollywood make up artist, Michael Mosher gives you an all new
make over in a chapter called "Being Goth".  We discover the magik of Masklyn
ye Mage with two signature pieces called Daemon Dirt and Innerspection.
EVILlusions is 84 pages of solid useable stuff!

$42.50     s&h incl.

Haunted Illusions
By Paul Osborne

Written and illustrated by Paul Osborne,
with additional illustrations by Drew
Edward Hunter and the Foreword
written by Phillip Morris.

This book contains all you need to make
haunting a reality. You will find out how
to do Halloween In The Park, Dr.
Blood�s Prescriptions, and illusion
plans for The Jack O�Lantern Girl,
Death By Cremation, Dial 666 For
Emergency, The Arm Amputation,
Ask Clara, The Buzz Saw, Dracula
Escapes�just to name a few.

$52.50 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/evillusions-paul-osborne-book/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/haunted-illusions-book/
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Pete Biro�s Done It Again!

The Real Secrets Of  The
Chinese Linking Rings

By Pete Biro
This book has it all�everything you would ever want
to know about the Linking Rings. Never before has
there been a work that encompasses so much about
this favorite classic. From its rich illustrious history,
entertaining routines and the showcasing of famous
magicians who have built their world wide reputations
using this effect.  There is even a chapter on �linking
things� (that will serve as a mental spring board for
magicians that want to create �their� reputation using
this effect in novel and unique ways). There really is
something for everyone in this book.

Here is a sampling of just some of the contributions and/or material provided from
top magicians featured in this exciting book�Levent, Jay Marshall, Terry
Seabrooke, Trevor Lewis, Robert Harbin, Al Baker, Al Koran, Ken
Brooke, Paul Daniels,  Fred Kaps, Karrell Fox, John Northern Hilliard,
George Blake and George Armstrong.

At 242 pages, with 400 illustrations this hardbound book is
phenomenally priced!  It is compiled and written by Peter Andreas
(Pete Biro). Foreword by David Regal.  Edited by: William
Wells, Ph.D and Rich Cowley, AMA.

$55 s&h incl.

Memoirs Of  A
Spook Show Ghost

Keep writing Pete!  People LOVE your BOOKS!  And we
at Stevens Magic are happy to provide you with his latest!
Pete Biro has a definite following.  Every time Pete has a
new book we get orders all over the world and especially in
the UK! I think it�s because of Pete�s relationship with Ken
Brooke�but that�s just my thinking!

Here he details what it was like touring with one of the
most successful �Spooks Shows� of the era, Francisco�s
midnight Spook Show.  Here�s a bonus chapter by award-

winning screenwriter Sid Fleischmann, who also toured with Francisco.  Lots of
zany happenings, and descriptions of some of Francisco�s finest routines.

Another bonus is �How to Make a Floating Table.� Plans are simple to make
the gimmicks from bits you can find in any hardware store for very little money so
you can float just about any, ordinary, ungimmicked card table.

Number 13...$18 s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/memoirs-of-a-spook-show-ghost-pete-biro-book/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/real-secrets-of-the-chinese-linking-rings-biro-book/
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Stevens Publishing Presents...
The Key To Professional
Magic:  The Real Secrets

By Adam Milgate
Do you want to make a living doing magic? If
so, first read this book. If you want to earn $50,000
- $100,00 doing magic�This Book Tells You
How!  What would you pay for a wealth of knowledge
that would save you YEARS of trial-and-error?

Read this book, and you will acquire a masters'
degree... It's ALL here�ore �real� secrets than you
could ever imagine. The most definitive book on
the subject is available NOW!  This book will

open your mind with respect to the theory approach to making your magic better.
Whether you want to become a full-time professional magician, or whether you
just want to add the �WOW Factor� to the magic you already do, this book can
help. It will definitively answer the question of how to make YOUR magic better.
Whatever your level and whatever style of magic you do, from strolling close-up to
stage illusion shows, following the advice and exercises in this book will simply
make you better at what you do.

It will give you practical, step-by-step lists to work through which will:
� Prepare you by helping you assess the level of professional status that you want
to/can achieve.  � Give you a real-world appreciation, pros & cons involved in
switching from your day job to professional magic.  � Help you weed out the tricks
that don't work for you and remove distractions on your path to success.
� Finally solve the puzzle�What is a �commercial� trick? Use the book's
�Commercial Index� to find out.  � The �Four Ps� system will help you precisely
structure each trick to maximize its effect on your audience. � How to �modularize
� your shows to cater for a wide range of environments and audiences with just
one or two core acts.  � How to develop and routine a back-up act in case your
show gets lost in transit, including a real-world professional example. (See website
for more detailed information!)

If this isn't enough, you will also get access to free spreadsheet and
database templates for Microsoft Office products that will help you
at every stage of your journey. These are downloaded from our
specially pass-worded website.

Written by a professional for magicians who are really committed
to making ever trick they do count. Whether you're an amateur
wanting to boost your tricks' impacts or a part-time or aspiring
professional wanting to take your career to the next level, this
book is a revolutionary system for making your magic better-for
you, your audiences and magic in general.  Customer reviews
have been excellent!

$65 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/real-secrets-adam-milgate-bk-pre-sale/
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Stevens Magic Publishing

A Lifetime Of  Magic
By Charles Gauci

Make no mistake, this book has the perfect title �A
Lifetime of Magic is a life's work composed by one of
magic's most innovative thinkers and equally brilliant
performers.  Charles� products have sold in the
thousands! Why? They are practical, powerful
magic that in most cases are easy to perform
allowing them to become reputation makers.  For
years magicians worldwide were happy just to get his
products, but now you will not only be tipped to how to
make some of these great effects, you will also derive
powerful benefits from Charles years of experience as a
worker!

There are a total of 13 stage effects which he performs in his "Magic of the Mind"
and "Mysteries of the Mind" shows. There is enough material to perform two 45-
minute shows ranging from a small intimate audience up to one thousand people.
Both of his shows fit into a carry-on case enabling him to travel everywhere without
worrying about lost luggage.

In total there are 38 effects ranging from stage, close-up and roving�Further
details:
�  13 Stage Mental Effects
�  3 Tools of the Trade Effects
�  8 Miscellaneous Favorite Effects
�  3 Memory Routines for Stage & Close-up Effects
�  11 Card Mysteries Effects

$150 s&h incl.

Hyno-Mental Self-Working
Card Tricks
By Paul Voodini

From the disturbed mind of Paul Voodini comes
this latest book�Hypno-Mental Self-Working
Card Tricks. Simple and classic self-working card
tricks are taken and thoroughly shaken up in a way
and manner that only Paul could conceive of.

Routines included:  A Demonstration Of Hypnotic
Mind Reading, Psychic Aces,  Do As I Don't, You
Read My Mind�Also includes a FULL READING
SYSTEM FOR PLAYING CARDS!

$25 s&h incl.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hypno-mental-self-working-card-tricks-voodini-bk/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/a-lifetime-of-magic-charles-gauci-book-2/
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Stevens Magic Publishing
Automatic 2-Way

Prediction Envelope
By Wayne Rogers

Wayne Rogers is a full-time professional magician and
magic manufacture living in Auckland, New Zealand,
where he per forms as �Chicane��Mystery
Entertainer.   Stevens Magic is excited and honored to
work with Wayne on this incredible project.  Tricky
envelopes are a special interest and the Automatic 2-
Way Prediction Envelope, is the one he currently uses

in all his shows.   This book not only features this effect by Wayne, but also
contributions from the following professionals give their twist as well:  Paul
Romhany, Stefan Olschewski, Greg Arce,  Emerson/Osterlind, Luca
Volpe, Andrew Gerard, Richards Webster and Chris Matthewson.  This
book is exceptionally detailed with high resolution color images and step-by-step
instructions, which will make it easy for you to create this exceptionally powerful
utility.  Just as it is powerful, it is also versatile�as it can be used in regular magic,
card magic and, of course, mentalism...

Book includes:  Elmer�s No-Wrinkle Rubber Cement (4FL OZ - 118ml).
Books is 8.5 X 11-inches, perfect bound and has 46 pages.  Access more
information on this book on our website.

$47 s&h incl.
The Mental Magic Of

Bill Montana
Volume 1

By Bill Montana
Bill Montana has a large following because he
provides �outside the box� effects and ideas. This
offering has over 14 contributions from routines,
to what I call �enlightenments� because they are
applications and subtleties that you can incorporate
that you (most likely) have never before imagined.

Contents include:  The Pesky Fly Prediction,
No Scent - The Psychology Of The Invisible,
Sixvolopes, The Nut , The Copper Lion,
Momento, The Telekinetic Coin Smoke, Up
And Down Shuffle by Bob Mason, The Signing Metal Rod, Incombustible
Linen, The Attraction Of Money, The Door Of Opportunity and In The
Pocket

Book is 8.5 X 11-inches, perfect bound with 43 pages.  Access website for
more information on this incredible book!

$55 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/automatic-2-way-prediction-envelope-wayne-rogers/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-mental-magic-of-bill-montanta-vol-1-book/
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Richard Sanders Presents...
ACE

A Knock-Out Punch With 4 Cards!
Two Jokers are cleanly placed into the spectator�s
hands and two jokers are shown in your hands.
By simply touching your cards to theirs, all cards
change to Aces!

Ace combines easy sleight-of-hand with a devious
gimmicked card.  Ace is not a simple packet trick,
it�s a diabolical card change system that happens
in the spectator�s own hands.  The DVD features
six powerful routines, plus all the inside
information on how to turn this into a miracle!

Features: Use any back design.  Instant reset.  Six
killer routines.  Psychology and pro tips.  Live
performances.  60 minute training DVD. Custom
cards plus gimmick!

Gimmick & DVD...$22 s&h incl.

Leo Smetsers�
Turbo Stick

A Hyper Visual Paddle Trick
The 100% dry erase paddle, draw anything
and wipe it off!

Twelve moments of WOW in under a minute!  X�s
vanish, appear, transpose and multiply in rapid
succession ending with an amazing visual
production!  The perfect opener for any close-
up set!

Red dots vanish, appear, transpose and multiply
in rapid fire succession ending with the visual
production of two sponge balls.  This is the
perfect opener for your sponge ball routine!

Letters vanish and rearrange themselves ending
with letters visibly rearranging into the spectator�s very own name.

Imagine performing Hot Rod with any six objects.  Draw six objects on your Turbo
Stick and have the spectator choose one.  The magic starts to happen  when the
objects start to vanish one-by-one, leaving you with only their selected one.  The
paddle then becomes filled with their objects on both sides.  One swipe of your
fingers and everything is wiped clean!  PLUS: Amazing production ideas, kicker
endings, tips and lots more!

     Great Innovation!          Gimmick & DVD...$27 s&h incl.

mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:incl.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ace-cards-and-dvd-by-richard-sanders-dvd/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/turbo-stick-props-and-dvd-by-richard-sanders-dvd/
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